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The RMS Titanic was a modern marvel when it embarked on 

the doomed maiden voyage in 1912. Despite four decades of 

sea-faring experience, Captain E.J. Smith ignored as many as 

seven warnings from his crew and other ships in the area 

confirming hazardous conditions 

In the time leading up to this journey, Captain Smith shar d, 

“I cannot imagine any condition which would cause a ship 

to founder. I cannot conceive of any vital disaster happening 

to this vessel. Modern ship-building has gone beyond that.”1 

We will never know a  the factors that contributed to the 

decisions made that night; however, we do kno  that there 

was an undeniable level of complacency and misplaced 

confidence. Can you imagine a business today operating 

without any consideration of potential threats?

When leaders, managers, and CEOs settle into complacency, 

they are unknowingly exposing the business to a myriad of 

threats. This attitude has the potential to bring the brightest 

organizations to a grinding halt. The Titanic was steaming at 

maximum speed when a lookout shouted: “Iceberg, right ahead! ”

h  cr s r action as fast  It took 30 seconds to start 

maneuvering away, but at that point, it was too late.

1 Website: Patterson, Michael 5
Leadership Lessons from 
the Titanic Ragan.com 
https://www.ragan.com/5-leadership-
lessons-from-the-titanic/

It took the 
crew 30 
seconds to start 
maneuvering 
away, but at 
that point, it was 
too late.
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That night in the Atlantic, conditions were calm, it was 
described that the “sea was as smooth as glass ” ll 
while danger lurked undetected below the surface. 
What if Captain Smith had taken the time to assess the 
situation and consider the warnings? ou d h  ha  
affect d a different outcome? 

Every day the leaders, managers, and CEOs of 
the business world proceed at the helm of their vessel, 
without an accurate understanding of the state of the 
company below decks. Complacency creates an 
environment of reactive resource planning. In business, 
you need to be able to shift course quickly, and the 
linchpin is having accurate information about your 
team and the skills needed to keep a ignm nt. 
Ignoring this aspect of leading people can carry grave 
consequences.

• Lowers staff productivity
• Inhibits customer service

and engagement

• Shrinks sales and

decreas s profitability

• Stifles speed to market

• Increases security risk

• Reduces competitive edge

Complacency & The Skills Gap:

How They Impact Critical Decisions 

The Skills Gap and its 

Negative Impact on Your 

Business
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Even more troubling is the fact that 54% of 

organizations acknowledge they struggle to 

identify and assess the depth of skills gaps in 

their workforce, according to a research report 

conducted by CompTIA.2

Whether you are leading change or just trying to 

keep your competitive edge, understanding the 

current skill set in your business and where gaps 

exist is critical. Once you have that, critical decision-

making and proactive planning can begin.

In spite of these potential 
outcomes, only on  in 
thr  organizations 
have a formal process 
and resources in place to 
address the challenges 
of the skills gap.

Complacency & The Skills Gap: 

How They Impact Critical Decisions  

2 Research Report: CompTIA Assessing the IT Skills Gap
https://www.comptia.org/resources/assessing-the-it-skills-gap 
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The speed at which change happens in business 

today compounds the need for a comprehensive skills 

management solution. Achieving desired outcomes is 

contingent on understanding what skills are needed and 

where the existing capabilities of their employees lie. 

The grey area between these points is what has become 

known as the skills gap. In execution, this occurs when 

current employees don’t have the skills needed to 

sustain progress or perform against new workplace 

demands. 

Using the Titanic analogy, the iceberg is th  mar t 

cha ng  and our a i it  to  r ar d is th  skills 

gap. Ignoring the problem increases the probability of 

failure. Planning and aligning your current resources to 

your future needs means potentially averting disaster 

and honing your competitive edge.

It is too late if the realization occurs when the company 

begins to struggle with high turnover or 

employee und r rformanc . By the time these 

circumstances begin to appear, the focus shifts to 

patching holes in the ship instead of trying to prevent 

the problems in the first place

ncr asing efficiency

Accelerating 
innovation

om ing 
resource planning

cognizing top 
employees

Mapping 
significant 
contributions to 
objectives

Skills 
Management 

Positive Impact of Effective Skills 
Management
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We Know Exactly What Skills Are Present in the Organization 

How do you know if your organization is suffering from human resource blind-

spots? If people are viewed as interchangeable, leaders have an inventory of 

roles, but less insight on the combination of skills needed to fill that role - you 

have blind spots. 

Active management of employee skills is critical to an  business strategy. The graphic 

presentation of actual employee skill data alongside identified needs allows for better insight 

and improved resource planning. ad rs can a oid  ind s ots and r m t m o  s i  

cha ng s  focusing on th  ig ictur  for  a crisis  our o  ar  so much mor  than th  

ro  th  occu  so much mor  than a nam  on an org chart  and so much mor  than a num r 

im act d  a r organization  

The majority of the crew serving under Captain Smith were not trained sailors. 

Approximately 5% of the 900-person staff that embarked were trained seamen, 

and almost none had familiarity with the vessel.  The impact of this oversight 

resulted in one of the most tragic events in maritime history. 

MYTH  

#1

Dispelling Common Myths 
of Skills Management 

Visual Workforce Solution
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Role Planning is Sufficient to Meet Future Needs

Change is a constant regardless of industry. Forecasting future personnel on a 

roles-based assessment fails to recognize that it is not the role that is valuable 

in times of change, but the individual, their skills, and their adaptability. In fact, 

given the pace of change, traditional planning can be an exercise in futility. 

The maritime industry changed forever with the sinking of the Titanic. All 

industry operating procedures were subjected to considerable scrutiny 

after 1,500 lives were lost because of poor planning, complacency, and 

overconfidence.

MYTH  

#2

Dispelling Common Myths 
of Skills Management 

h  isua  r s ntation of data a o s th  usin ss to id ntif  futur  n ds as d on strat g  

monstrat  faith in our t am to ad anc   ond curr nt ca a i iti s and in st in our 

o  to gro  ond th ir ro s  urr nt ro s ar  not hat ou n d going for ard  

curr nt s i s ar  not hat ou n d to transform th  organization  utur  s i s ar  as d on 

strat g  d fin d at th  organization  r fin d at th  t am  and r a iz d at th  

indi idua   

Visual Workforce Solution
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New Skills are Adequately Available in the Market

Employers embrace the gig economy, the global market characterized by 

freelance work, in hopes of keeping costs low and talent fresh. The downside 

is the time and money lost in a continuous hiring process. Consider the impact 

of leveraging a skills inventory aligned with business needs to create an 

informed employee development strategy.

It was an overall lack of alignment that helped to seal the fate of the Titanic. 

Leadership didn’t provide clarity around desired outcomes, the crew wasn’t 

trained to respond with agility, and clear lines of communication were 

never established. The result was an ineffective response to the emergency. 

MYTH  

#3

Dispelling Common Myths 
of Skills Management 

A visual and interactive presentation of the skills and needs in the organization allows leaders 

to make informed decisions and maintain alignment. Measure skills  apply proactive resource 

planning  cr at  customiz d indi idua  d o m nt ans and r s r  a healthy culture to 

support current and future initiatives. 

Visual Workforce Solution
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Effective management of your team’s skills is a long-term 

commitment, and a worthwhile investment in your 

company’s greatest asset -- our people. Organizations need 

better tools to visualize, understand and manage employee 

skills. The graphic presentation of employee data allows for a 

comprehensive view of current skills alongside organizational 

needs. With this information leaders, managers, and CEOs can 

transition to a proactive and informed strategy for optimizing 

their workforce.

Visual Workforce ro id s a useful presentation of visual data 

to support critical decisions regarding training, 

recruitment and workforce optimization. The digital landscape 

and the nature of business today means there is always 

something on the horizon, and it is likely that power-team you 

hired five years ago won’t get you through the next initiative 

without strategic planning.  

Transparent

Visual Reporting of

Skills and Competencies

Focused

Tools for Preparing 

and Optimizing your 

Workforce

Economical

Cloud Based 

Subscription Service
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Learn how Visual Workforce can help you close the skills 
gap and create alignment between business goals and a 
data-driven talent management strategy.

https://visualworkforce.com/info/schedule-a-demo/Schedule a Demo:

Barry developed his skills at IBM where he served internationally in both transformation and 

turnaround situations. Recruited by Lowe’s Companies to transform an organization, he delivered 

double-digit million dollar savings and increased availability, while significantly expanding services.  

As the IT Chief Operating Officer for the City of Charlotte, he stabilized IT service delivery, and 

helped merge the IT delivery organization with the IT policy organization to provide the customer a 

more seamless experience. Barry was then recruited to create an IT Operations organization to 

improve resiliency and reduce cost for The Home Depot. As Managing Partner of Silver Bear 

Solutions and an Advisory Board member for an IT startup, Barry helps organizations manage their 

digital transformation. Barry earned his Master of Business Administration from Wake Forest 

University and completed his Bachelor of Science in Computer Science from Florida State 

University. 

About the Author

Barry Robbins is an IT executive specializing in IT transformations. He 

partners with business executives to meet the changing business 

landscape and transforms IT organizations to deliver critical  business 

requirements. His strengths include combining what a company does 

well with industry best practices to help IT organizations meet their  

value proposition. He currently serves as Managing Partner for Silver 

Bear Solutions while he continues  to add value to clients in need of 

organizational  change management leadership. 


